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Subject: Suggestions on Staff Paper on Market Coupting - Reg

IamwritingwithreferencetothecERcPubticNoticedated2l.0s.2023inviting
comments and suggestions on the Staff Paper on Market Coupting' The Staff paper

has sought views of stakehotders on some pertinent questions with respect to

market coupting. Before expressing my views on the specific questions' ffiY

commentsareaSfotlowsforconsiderationoftheCommission:

2.Gtobatty,MarketCouptinghasbeenimptementedontyintheEuropean
Countriesandpowerexchangesoperatingin2Tcountrieswerecoupledonebyone
to take advantage of diversity in demand and suppty and bptimum utitization of cross

border transmission capacity. However, the market coupting in rndia as proposed in

the staff paper is comptetety contrary to the European exampte' In India power

exchanges are operating within same geography i'e" lndian territory which woutd not

. 
tead to any benefits as being harnessed in case of Europe'

3. Regutation 37 of the PMR 2021 provides fottowing three objectives of the

. . market couPting:ici 
1) discovering uniform market ctearing price for Day Ahead and Reat-time

markets,
2) ensuring optimat utitization of transmission

3) maximization of economic surptus,

4. The objective of uniform market price witt not serve any purpose as the

DAM/RTM constitutes onty 5% of the totat generation in the country and rest of 95%

is being transacted through bitaterat agreements at different prices' Even

commission determines/adopt tariff of lsGS u/s 62 & 63 of the Act which have

different prices. Moreover, even after coupting this uniform market price witt be only

for a 1S-minute time btock therefore there woutd be 96 prices in a singte day' Further'

there are totat 4 segments based on cotlective transactions i'e', GDAM, DAM' HPDAM

& RTM. This witt further muttipty the number of prices in a day'

infrastructure and



5' The Staff Paper indicates that one of the exchanges is trading a votume of
99'63% in DAM and 99.95% in RTM. Thus, practicatty DAM and RTM transactions in one
time btock are stitl being carried out at a uniform price.

6. Therefore, uniform price as an objective itsetf is fautty and seems to have no
rationale.

7' The second objective of optimat utitization of transmission infrastructure
seems to be only relevant in case of congestion in the transmission system. At
present India has very strong inter-connected transmission network with practicatty
no congestion in the country. Hence optimum utitization of transmission system
under present condition is not relevant. Further, the DAM/RTM market represents
onty 5% of the generation in the country and in these markets virtuatty there is no
congestion (0'09% as per cERc MMC report), therefore there is no scope for any
further improvement in transmission utilization. However, the present provision of
pro-rata atlocation of transmission capacity between the power exchanges in case
of congestion is working wett.

8' The third objective i.e. maximization of economic surplus would have rationate
only in case if there is a spread of buy and sett bids among the 3 power exchanges,
This is not the case at present, as more than g9% markei share is with one power
exchanges therefore the coupting witt not yietd any benefit in terms of improvement
in the economic surplus in the present scenario.

9' In view of the above, there is no case of achieving any of the objectives
provided in the PMR 2021 by market coupting. Further, in para 5.2.4 ofthe staff paper
mentions that:

"5'2'4 Given the existing market share of power exchanges in the collective
transaction segment,

could be divided amo , which at present are concentrated in
one exchange.,

The Staff Paper has recognized that there witt not be any improvement in price
discovery however market coupting can be used to distribute the business of teading
exchange among other exchanges having lower market share. I don,t think regutatory
intervention shoutd be used for the purpose of evenly distributing the market share.
This is also not the intended objective of market coupting as specified in the pMR
2021.

10' while the commission has powers to make regutations for devetopment ofmarket under section 66 of the Act read with section 17g(2)(yl and in making the



regulations, the Commission sha[[ be guided by the NEP and the Tariff Poticy notified
by the Central Government under section 3. The Etectricity Act and poticies of the
Government provides for promoting competition in the power market. By coupting 3

exchanges by the process of market coupting wi[[ amount to centratization and witt
kitt competition.

11. lt is envisaged that a Market Coupting 0perator (VCO1 witt discover price by
coltecting att bids received on the power exchanges. In this scenario, the power
exchanges wi[[ become brokers as their core function of price discovery witt be taken
away. I strongty endorse the disadvantages mentioned in the Staff Paper i.e. it witt
diminish rote of Power Exchanges, dampen innovation & technotogy investments,
reduce competition and discourage investments.

12. Further, the Guidetines issued by the Commission in 2007 and PMR 2OlO &2OZl
provide for price discovery as a key function of the exchange. Taking away price
discovery function from exchanges wilt reduce the exchanges to bid collecting
agencies. ln the Staff Paper it is also mentioned that the trading companies can
submit bids directty to the MC0 which impties that there witl be no difference between
exchanges and trading companies. lt witt demotish an important institutionat
framework which has been created in the sector.

13. Moreover, the idea of designating NLDC /Grid India as the MC0 atso does not
seem to atign with the section 25 of the Etectricity Act under which the NLDC was
created for optimum scheduting and dispatch of etectricity among the RLDC.

14' At present exchange market is onty 7% of the totat generation in the country.
For the energy transition and high renewable capacity addition taking ptace in the
country it is necessary to increase tiquidity in the market.

15". My response to the specific queries asked in the Staff paper are as fo[[ows:

l) Does the current Indian Power Market scenario form a competting case for
market coupting?
No, there is no case of market coupling in the current market scenario.

2) Effect of coupting on technotogicat innovation and competition
There witl be adverse effect on innovation and competition.

3) Who shatt be the Market Coupting 0perator?
Market Coupling itself is not required therefore the question does not arise.

4) which atgorithm shoutd be adopted for a coupted market?
Market Coupting itself is not required therefore the question does not arise.

5) How witt the clearing & setttement be carried out?



In coupting scenario, a separate clearing entity would be required due to cross
settlement between power exchanges whiqh witl be regulated by RBI as per
PSS Aqt 2007.

6) Changes in the setttement process? And

Same as above.

7) In which market segment shoutd the coupting be introduced first?
Market Coupling itself is not required therefore the question does not arise.

In view of the above, instead of imptementing market coupling, the need of the hour
is to bring more tiquidity in the market for which necessary poticy and regutatory
framework is required to be put in place.
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